
 

 

Background 

On June 11, 2020, The City Plan team was invited to make a presentation to UDI-ER and participate in 
a panel discussion. A PDF copy of the presentation is linked here. There were more questions 
provided than time available to answer them all, so the City Plan team agreed to respond to each one 
afterwards. The questions and answers generated from this discussion are provided below. Thanks 
again for inviting the City to participate in the June 11th webinar and for UDI’s continued engagement 
in this important public policy project! 

Growth of +1M Residents 

● Q: Is there any intent on revisiting this or any of the key growth assumptions and how this will be 
achieved?  Is growth of +1M the goal?  If so, any analysis on how that will be achieved? 

○ All long range plans need a horizon to work towards. Typically a time frame (i.e. 10 
years, 20 years, 30 years) or a specific date (2030, 2040, 2050) is identified. Using 
specific time-bound population and employment projects can lead to the need to 
re-think these projections if economic or demographic circumstances change.  

○ To build a more dynamic and responsive approach The City Plan instead plans for 
another 1 million people and 520,000 jobs. This growth is then further staged into 
shorter term 250,000 person increments. This means that growth can be 
accommodated over any time frame and if we grow fast, slow, or even pause/decline 
temporarily the City Plan can accommodate these changes. The City Plan is a long 
range plan that seeks to foster and encourage growth as a stimulus to economic 
prosperity. 

 

● Q: How does the City intend to allow for flexibility within the Plan as circumstances and economic 
conditions change? 

○ The City Plan will be kept up to date through ongoing amendments at a Public Hearing 
over time. The intention is to keep The City Plan evergreen through continual updates 
and refinements based on evidence, public feedback, political decision-making and in 
response to changing circumstances. 

 

● Q: Does the success of the Growth and Corridors modelling contingent on growth restriction in 
greenfield? 

○ The City Plan proposes to accommodate future growth within the city’s existing 
boundary and Edmonton’s urban form will become more compact, over time, as a 
result. To achieve this the proportion of development realized as infill will grow 
incrementally over the lifespan of the plan. Over the first population growth horizon 
the percentage share of infill is expected to grow from 25% at 1 million people to 35% 
at 1.25 million people. By the time the Plan reaches an end-horizon of 2 million 
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people, the percentage of new growth occurring as redevelopment will be over 80%. 
The City Plan target is 50% infill over the life of the plan. 

○ Anticipated growth identifies expected development across the city and areas that 
require priority actions (strategize, invest, nurture). The growth management 
framework within the plan anticipates strategic and staged opening of the future 
growth area over time.  

Disruption/Transformation 

●  Q: How do you envision current events (isolation, work from home, increased nationalism / 
regionalism, technological change) we have seen even recently impacting the vision and goals 
within the City Plan? 

○ The City Plan will respond to the context of a continuously shifting municipal environment 
influenced by global changes. As environments evolve, so too must The City Plan. To achieve 
this, The Plan is outcome based rather than overly prescriptive and will be updated regularly 
to respond to unforeseen circumstances and emerging opportunities. 

○ Because the Plan is outcome based, we can respond to emerging issues and pivot our 
efforts and investments towards policies and initiatives that will address the issues of the 
day while keeping a strategic long term focus in mind. The City Plan is not designed to be 
static but rather dynamic. It will be a living document that is kept up-to-date to ensure 
ongoing usefulness and relevance as it seeks to achieve our city vision and goals. 
 

● Q: There are goals within the City Plan that require cooperation from senior levels of government 
(climate action, funding, and affordable housing).  How has the City Plan incorporated this? 

○ The City Plan’s success depends on mutually beneficial partnerships and meaningful 
collaboration. Approximately 40 of the City Plan’s policies reference specific 
partnership opportunities to support achieving city building outcomes. For example: 

■ 3.4.2.1: “Prioritize climate related research, industry, technology and 
businesses through partnerships, programs, processes and grants” 

■ 4.1.3.3: “Improve efficiency and effectiveness of programs and services in 
collaboration with other orders of government, community organizations or 
citizens’ groups” 

○ Greenhouse gas emissions reduction and affordable housing are referenced in our 
stretch targets and strategic measures because of their significance to Edmontonians 
and to Council. The City Plan aligns with the City’s Energy Transition, Climate 
Adaptation and Affordable Housing strategies in addressing these components of city 
building. 

○ The City Plan also identified four key levers of change that the City will need to 
strategically apply to achieve its goals. One of those levers of change is Partnerships 
and Advocacy which requires us to foster those relationships with other orders of 
government to advance common goals. 

 

Fiscal Impact Analysis 

● Q: Has current growth plan vs approach in City Plan been analyzed and compared? 
○ Yes. Work was undertaken by Hemson consulting to compare a business as usual 

development approach to the City Plan land use concept at build-out (2065). The City 
Plan concept is more efficient to the magnitude of about 8% over the business as 
usual base case.  
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○ Comparative analysis was also undertaken for mass transit, land use, GHG emissions 
and climate resilience. 

○ A summary report outlining the expected benefits of the recommended land use 
concept was provided and published in advance of Administration's presentation to 
Urban Planning Committee in September 2019. 

 

● Q: Has consumer / taxpayer impact been analyzed (affordability, taxes)? 
○ Yes, through our Relative Financial Assessment technical report. It indicates that after 

accounting for potential capital costs, operating cost impacts, and non-tax revenue, 
the total increase in net levy requirement (i.e. total City revenues from taxation) at City 
Plan build-out is calculated to be 8% lower than the Business As Usual scenario. 

○ Administration is also adapting and enhancing our measuring and monitoring 
program to ensure that we continue to track and report on progress and identify and 
respond to changes over time. This will include numerous indicators, for example 
around employment growth, household expenditures on housing and transportation, 
and non-residential tax revenue, that feed into City Plan’s strategic measures and 
stretch targets. 

 

●  Q: How do we propose to fund the greening of the City when they cannot maintain their greenspace 
properly now (this was the case before COVID).  How does this plan get reconciled with budgetary 
constraints? 

○ The City Plan will be implemented through the four year Corporate Business Plan and 
associated actions in terms of infrastructure, programs and services will be funded through 
the annual budget process. Priorities will be debated and associated spending decisions will 
be made by City Council through a statutory Public Hearing process and via annual updates 
in the spring and fall budget adjustments. 

 

● Q: Regarding funding, is there strategy around partnering with private partners to help achieve this 
ambitious plan?  If so what areas are we looking to partner in? 

○ The City Plan identifies four levers of change to support market transition and stimulate 
intentional growth in priority areas. These include: policy, partnerships, pricing and 
investment. 

○ The City Plan identifies short-term and long-term growth priorities and these need to be 
considered prudently against available revenue sources and balanced with the City’s 
responsibility to maintain and the desire to improve services, facilities and infrastructure. 
The City’s revenue sources will continue to include traditional sources such as taxation and 
grants from other orders of government. However, new and/or alternative funding sources 
may be required to ensure that growth pays for growth and to keep tax rates within publicly 
acceptable levels and maintain affordability while supporting an excellent quality of life. 
Over the life of The City Plan trade-offs and priority setting will be required to ensure that 
Edmonton’s development pattern supports the values and city building outcomes that 
Edmontonians have said they aspire to for their city (page 148, draft City Plan). 
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Consumer Choice and Resident Engagement 

● Q: What analysis has been done on consumer choice that aligns with recommendations in City 
Plan?  Both new customer who will be buying as well as existing residents in redeveloping 
communities? 

○ The economic, demographic and market study conducted as part of the City Plan technical 
studies indicates there is still a strong demand for ground oriented housing in Edmonton 
and also notes: “the City accommodates relatively more multi-family housing than the 
surrounding communities, which offer relatively more single-family and semi-detached 
homes. According to the 2016 Census, the City has relatively more housing in the apartment 
category (33%), as compared to other communities in the Region (10%). Conversely, 
communities surrounding the City have a relatively larger share of their housing in the 
single-family category (79%), as compared to the City (50%).”  

○ As the city grows within its current urban boundary, redevelopment will represent a growing 
share of the market. A more compact city, anchored by strategic intensification and more 
density city-wide, will allow Edmonton to become more fiscally prudent with existing and 
new infrastructure.   

○ In addition, there is a missing segment of housing in Edmonton that the market may 
demand if provided and help transition the market over time. 

○ While higher density housing has served as a means for seniors to downsize it has also been 
used as a stepping stone for singles and families to transition into single family home 
ownership. 
 

● Q: Have impacted communities (where development / redevelopment will occur) been engaged / 
consulted?  What communities will be most impacted and how have been engaged – in particular 
in the transition from low density to medium and high? 

○ All communities will experience ongoing residential infill, redevelopment and 
intensification of various forms and densities. This message has been specifically built 
into the ‘Rebuildable City’ Big City Move based on feedback from Edmontonians. 

○ Land development applications will continue to be prepared and submitted. Current 
roles and engagement processes embedded in existing development review and 
approval processes are not expected to change.  

○ In addition, the City Plan indicates where growth is anticipated to occur and how it will 
be activated in priority areas. This is expected to bring considerable benefit to 
residents and investors including, for example 15 minute districts where you can meet 
your daily needs closer to home and live more locally using a variety of modes of 
transport. 

○ For more information regarding specific employment and growth projections, see the 
Population and Employment Distribution and Development Density Summary. 

 

● Q:  What would you say was key in conducting successful engagement sessions for the City’s Plan and 
what would you say the challenges were? 

○ A robust public engagement plan was prepared at the start of the project and an integrated 
team of experts were retained to conduct public engagement, targeted stakeholder 
discussions, and Indigenous engagement. The process lasted almost 2 years and over ten 
thousand people participated. One success was the wide diversity of opportunity provided 
to people from all ages, backgrounds and abilities to participate. A challenge was 
continuously finding effective and creative ways to hear underrepresented voices and to tap 
into the diversity and wisdom of the city across all sectors and demographics. Efforts were 
made to meet people where they were (i.e. community coffee chats), to leverage existing 
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boards and agencies (i.e. the food Council, WAVE, ETSAB, etc) and the project also included a 
GBA+ lens. 

Infrastructure 

● Q: This is a key issue (uncertainty, risk, cost) for achieving redevelopment goals.  What analysis 
(technical, financial) to determine requirements and cost to achieve targets in City Plan on this? 

○ The City Plan provides the road map for transformation and intensification of our city 
including high level development priorities around infrastructure investments and 
their fiscal implications.  

○ Focused efforts to provide ongoing and new infrastructure and services to all areas of 
the city in a thoughtful and coordinated manner will be required. To meet these 
needs, the City Plan sets out clear priorities that will balance investments in renewal 
and growth projects in both existing and new areas.  

○ Because growth and investment cannot occur everywhere all at once, trade-offs and 
sequencing will need to happen. The redeveloping area, for example, will require 
further planning as well as investment in capital infrastructure and operating 
expenditures to ensure that services and amenities continue to support the needs of a 
growing population.  

○ Relevant policies regarding infrastructure and redevelopment include: 
■ 2.3.1.4: “Strategically expand infrastructure capacity to enable future 

redevelopment and intensification in alignment with priority growth areas” 
■ 2.3.1.5: “Sequence development and align infrastructure upgrades to leverage 

and optimize existing infrastructure” 
■ 2.3.2: “Ensure that growth is managed with regard to long term fiscal impacts 

and full lifecycle costs of infrastructure and services.” 
■ 2.3.3.5: “Collaborate with private developers, utility providers and communities 

on innovative and creative solutions for temporary and permanent 
infrastructure and amenities that support the public realm.” 

■ 3.2.1: Ensure that development and public infrastructure is designed to 
support a vibrant local economy and competitive business environment.” 

■ 5.3.3: “Ensure consideration of full lifecycle cost and benefits when maintaining 
and renewing public infrastructure.” 

 

● Q: The City Plan targets 50% of trips to be made by transit and active transportation.  What is it 
now, and what are the “tactics and pricing mechanisms” contemplated in the City Plan in order to 
achieve this goal? 

○ Currently 23% of daily trips by Edmontonians are made by transit and active 
transportation.  

○ Our analysis shows that there are different types of levers that when applied in a 
variety of combinations could help us to reach our 50% goal at 2 million people.  

○ In terms of  transit levers these could include strategic fare reductions, increased 
frequency of transit, increased coverage, and increased park and ride capacity.  

○ Our analysis shows that transit levers need to be paired with auto levers to be 
effective in achieving the 50% target. Auto levers include reallocation of road right of 
way to transit and active modes, increases to auto operating costs (potentially via road 
pricing), increases to parking costs, and introducing car free corridors. 

Affordability 

● Q: One of the goals is that less than 35% of household income is spent on both housing and 
transportation. How does that compare to current numbers?  To other major centres? 
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○ In 2017, Albertans spent 36% of their household expenditures on housing and 
transportation (Source: StatsCan Household Spending, Canada, regions, provinces).  

○ By comparison, in BC that’s 39%, Saskatchewan 35% and Ontario 38%. 
○ We expect that the Alberta-wide number would be similar in Edmonton but as part of 

measuring and monitoring the City Plan we would look to collect that data and track it 
over time. 

 

● Q: Affordability is a common goal between the City and industry.  Traditional levers in achieving 
affordability are increased supply / reduced regulatory red tape, strong business and labour market). 
How does the City Plan envision achieving the affordability goals? 

○ The City Plan recognizes Edmonton’s affordability advantage, quality of life and need 
to maintain equitable access to affordable services and amenities for all. There are 
many policy intentions and directions about affordability, including:  

■ 1.3.3.3” “Maintain and enhance Edmonton’s relative affordability advantage 
within the context of Canada's big cities.” 

○ Some ways to achieve this include strategically opening up more land for 
development across the city’s three development patterns areas (redeveloping, 
developing and future), making strategic investments to support market choice and 
diversity, providing policy clarity and reducing regulatory challenges, supporting a 
robust employment market, and by promoting improved access to amenities, 
education, housing considering all modes of transportation. These actions, and more, 
will support more affordable living for Edmonntonians. 

 

●  Q: Does the measurement used, and benchmark for other cities, the same as the RBC Housing 
Affordability Report? 

○ Benchmarking with other cities will be an important part of the ongoing measurement and 
monitoring of The City Plan. The ConnectEdmonton indicators and City Plan strategic 
measures provide a starting point for this analysis. 

 

Development 

● Q: How does the City Plan anticipate sequencing of development? 
○ The City Plan contemplates development sequencing at different scales. At the city 

wide level, growth will be planned for in population thresholds of 250,000 people, 
which is expected to align with Council’s strategic planning and capital investment 
outlook timeframes.  

○ Three development pattern areas support accommodating one million more within 
our current boundaries. The City Plan includes policy that requires substantial 
completion of the developing area based on plans already approved prior to 
authorizing the preparation of statutory plans for the contiguous future growth area. 
This is expected to occur at the 1.5 million people threshold. 

○ At the nodes and corridors level, the City Plan activates growth in priority areas 
through aligning public and private investment, using policy, incentives and 
partnerships to support population and employment growth in those locations.  

○ The redeveloping area will experience both incremental infill and strategic 
intensification. Similarly, existing non-residential areas will evolve, densify, and 
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redevelop with new business, emerging sectors and diverse employment 
opportunities.  

○ Developing and future growth areas will continue to provide greenfield development 
opportunities, taking their direction from approved plans. New plans for future 
growth areas will be prepared as per policy guidance from The City Plan and in 
alignment with regional density targets. 

 

● Q:  Goal is that over 70% of employment will be within the City boundary.  How will this be 
achieved?  

○ Currently Edmonton holds 71% of employment in the CMA, about 530,000 of 746,000 
jobs region-wide.  

○ Our target would be to maintain that share within Edmonton as the region, overall, 
grows. Efforts to advance economic development are underway and will continue. 

○ Attracting and retaining jobs to Edmonton is something that we will have to work hard 
for as a City given the competition for investment and talent from other cities in 
Canada and internationally. 

○ We know that people, businesses are drawn to cities that are vibrant, with great urban 
places and efficient mobility options. 

○ Work to develop an Economic Development Strategy is getting underway and 
anticipated by Q1 2021. See policy: 

■ 2.3.1.3: “Maintain Edmonton’s key role in the Edmonton Metropolitan Region as 
a centre for innovation, wealth creation and business and employment 
opportunities.” 

 

● What can the City do to advance the EETP?  What can the City of Edmonton do to give it’s EETP 
(Edm Energy and Tech Park) undeveloped industrial land a competitive advantage over Edmonton’s 
surrounding areas as a place to develop real estate and do business? 

○ As part of the non-residential opportunities network, the City Plan supports activating 
areas like the Edmonton Energy and Technology Park to further strengthen and 
expand economic diversification. Employment growth within these areas will be 
guided by approved plans and supported through investment that is balanced 
alongside other current and future growth priorities. 

○ Council has asked Administration for a report that will be brought  forward in the fall 
to address non-residential development and update to the Industrial action plan with 
the intent to address the res to non res tax ratio. The City is undertaking a naturalized 
drainage study that is intended to look for innovation and standards that can reduce 
development costs. 

○ EETP is included in the Alberta Industrial Heartland’s asset base for future 
downstream energy projects in the pet-chem sector but are mid size compared to the 
large industrial projects. The EETP is considered to be a critical part of an overall 
industrial non-res development area for the City. 

 

● How does the City Plan envision downtown – how different from now? The downtown is the City’s 
Epicenter, how does the plan acknowledge the importance of the downtown? 

○ Downtown will be part of a larger area called Centre City that builds on downtown’s 
positive attributes and functions, including those who invest, work and recreate there.  

○ Centre City will be Edmonton’s distinct cultural, economic, institutional and mobility 
hub with the highest density and mix of land uses. It includes a critical mass of 
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housing, employment and civic activities. Centre City will be served by all modes of 
transportation including the convergence of mass transit, cycling and walking routes. 

○ Minimum density proposed in the City Plan for Centre City is 450 people and jobs per 
hectare (closer to 300 people and jobs per hectare currently). See policy: 

■ 2.2.3.2: “Preserve and strengthen the role of Centre City as Edmonton’s 
principal employment and residential node, regional economic and mobility 
hub, urban and traditional meeting place and celebration space.” 

 

● The City Plan talks about managing growth across redeveloping, developing and future growth areas.  By 
what measures will these be managed?  (market demand, consumer choice, affordability, infrastructure)? 

○ All of the above. The City Plan creates a wide diversity of opportunity for growth to occur in 
both developing and redeveloping areas. The growth management approach is about 
strategically sequencing and supporting that growth over time and by creating clear areas of 
focus over different time periods.  

○ The City Plan is a critical part of Edmonton’s investment strategy. It sets out high level 
development priorities around physical, environmental and social infrastructure 
investments and their fiscal implications. Growth management considers the regional 
context and starts at the city-wide scale; it provides the direction needed to prepare more 
detailed development and investment plans at the district and local levels. The City Plan 
carefully considers how to phase growth areas over time to ensure the best social, 
environmental and economic return on investment for Edmonton.  

 

●  What is the current distribution of LDR / MDR / HDR and how does that compare to the mix 
contemplated in the City Plan? 

○ As Edmonton’s population doubles to two million while maintaining its current boundary 
the number of residential dwelling units in Edmonton is expected to grow to 840,000 
city-wide. Of those units, approximately 340,000 will be low density residential, 280,000 will 
be medium density, and 220,000 dwelling units will be high density (pg 134, The draft City 
Plan) 
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○ A summary of LDR, MDR and HDR based on today’s density, a business as usual growth 
(BAU) pattern and the preferred land use concept is provided in the figure below (see also 
pg 8 of City Plan Expected Benefits). 

 

 

●  How will City operations need to adapt to contribute towards increased intensification (i.e. equipment, 
operations, and infrastructure?  In particular, to support substantially increased densification given 
many standards are requiring more space (wider cul-de-sacs for garbage trucks/ wider emergency access 
surfaces, redundancies on pipes, etc).  

○ It is anticipated that systems and operations will need to adapt over time to accommodate a 
changing urban form. For example, the draft City Plan contains the following policy 
directions: 

■ 3.2.2.1 “Adapt the planning and regulatory environment to support innovative 
business models and operations.” 

■ 4.2.1.3 “Adapt City operations, equipment and infrastructure to contribute to 
intensification.” 

 

● Nodes and Corridors, what will be the benefits to the City, Industry and Citizens? 

○ To enable development and redevelopment opportunities and create attractive, vibrant 
urban places, density will be concentrated in a network of nodes and corridors. Nodes and 
corridors create logical areas of concentration within districts that support housing and 
employment growth, well served by transit.  

○ They are places to be and to gather. They are animated with people and activity with an 
emphasis on design and beauty that creates a sense of place.  

○ They provide opportunities for diverse development, access to amenity space, accessible 
transportation options, reduced GHG emissions, and enhanced fiscal performance.  

 

● Why is new development being pushed to the SE in Decoteau when the South West annexation area is 
closer to employment, a new hospital, existing residential and existing infrastructure? 
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○ Edmonton’s developing areas which have plan approvals in place (ASPs and NSPs) are 
prioritized for development. There are currently 90 new neighbourhoods under 
development and ensuring that they build out efficiently and effectively is a priority.  

○ There are currently no planning approvals in place for the newly annexed lands. Adoption of 
The City plan is the first step in the planning and development process for these lands. 
Future growth areas will be opened up in alignment with City Plan phasing - Anticipated 
Growth and Activation Approach - maps 10A to 11D. 

 

● What do you tell retailers who bought land next to the southwest annexation area based upon City 
generated reports saying that the land in the southwest was needed in the short term? 

○ The City Plan opens up the opportunity for future development in a staged manner. The 
annexation lands are an important resource for residential and non-residential growth as 
well as agricultural development. 

○ Edmonton will face a number of challenges as it evolves and grows. These challenges 
extend from revitalizing the oldest parts of the city for the next wave of growth to opening 
up future growth areas that have yet to experience urban development. Focused efforts to 
provide ongoing and new infrastructure and services to all areas of the city in a thoughtful, 
fiscally responsible and coordinated manner will be required. To meet these needs, the City 
Plan sets out clear growth priorities that will balance investments in renewal and growth 
projects in both existing and new neighbourhoods. Because growth and investment can’t 
occur everywhere at once, trade-offs and sequencing will need to be made along the way 
(pg 139, draft City Plan) 

○ The Future Growth Area includes lands for agricultural preservation as well as future 
potential for residential and nonresidential growth. This area is located south of 41 Avenue 
SW and will require the authorization and preparation of new geographic plans before 
development is allowed (pg 140, draft City Plan). Relevant policy directions include: 

■ 2.3.2.1 Align the capital and operating budget with growth priorities and 
city-wide budget planning.  

■ 2.3.2.2 Require Council authorization prior to the preparation of any new 
statutory plan.  

■ 2.3.2.3 Require substantial completion of the developing area including service 
provision, amenities and infrastructure prior to authorizing the preparation of 
statutory plans for contiguous future growth area.  

■ 2.3.2.4 Manage growth strategically across and within the redeveloping area, 
developing area, and future growth area.  

■ 2.3.2.5 Maximize the efficiency of the existing mobility network through a 
holistic analysis of system capacity and targeted infrastructure improvements.  

■ 2.3.2.6 Require that all districts meet or exceed regional density targets as they 
develop and redevelop over time.  

■ 2.3.2.7 Prevent any further subdivision of Rural Residential or Agricultural lands 
that creates additional Rural Residential parcel(s) or would otherwise facilitate 
further country residential development. 
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● You noted you have reached out to other cities, such as Ottawa, Vancouver, while developing the City 
Plan.   There is a “15 minutes’ walk” policy most cities are leaning towards; in Canada and US (Toronto, 
Montreal, Boston, Denver, Seattle and many more) … Can you expand on this 15 minutes’ walk within the 
City’s New Plan? 

○ A liveable city is one that allows people to easily complete their daily needs within their 
District and within a 15 minute travel time through a variety of travel modes. Although the 
choice will remain to make those trips by auto, through implementation of The City Plan it 
will make sense and be more pleasant to travel by foot, bike or transit to get to work, pick 
up groceries, go to the park, run errands or pick up a coffee. There will be many ways to get 
around and many places to go nearby (pg 163, draft City Plan) 

 

● With the City’s Plan development, would you note what provisions in the provincial planning legislation / 
policy have served as CATALYST for addressing current challenges Edmonton is facing? If negative, would 
you / the team be able to note what could have helped? 

○ The updated MGA and City Charters provide the legislative landscape for Edmonton to 
operate within. Work to advance infrastructure development, implement levies, support 
affordable housing and address climate change are all important partnership opportunities. 

○ Additional planning and regulatory updates will be required to further implement the draft 
City Plan. Relevant policy directions include: 

■ 3.1.3.5 “Develop regulations and processes that are efficient, streamlined and 
easily understood in order to enhance Edmonton’s competitiveness for 
investors and entrepreneurs” 

■ 3.2.1.1 “Adapt the planning and regulatory environment to support innovative 
business models and operations” 

 

● Will the measurement tool for the City’s Plan be available online? 

○ Yes. This information will be made publicly available and routinely updated after the draft 
City Plan has been approved as a bylaw. 

 

● What is in the City Plan for providing dedicated space/use for Indigenous Business/Park Space/ 
Traditional Use? 

○ Based on the Indigenous engagement, the City Plan understands the importance of these 
land uses and spaces to Indigenous people, non-Indigenous people, and the success of 
Edmonton or Amiskwacîwâskahikan (pronounced: Amisk-watchee-wah-sky-egan). The 
following City Plan policies are intended to reflect that input and provide direction for 
ongoing City work with Indigenous people supported by the City’s Indigenous Relations 
Office (several other policies relate to Indigenous peoples and matters that we heard are 
important including increasing affordable housing, addressing violence and improving 
safety, integrating Indigenous perspectives through education and relationship building, 
and naming).  

■ 1.1.3.2 “Participate in multilateral efforts to address violence against 
Indigenous women and girls.” 
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■ 1.2.3.1 “Acknowledge Treaty Six and recognize the First Nation, Métis and Inuit 
peoples and their connection to this land.” 

■ 1.2.3.2 “Develop opportunities for public education and storytelling on the 
contributions of Indigenous peoples, culture and history.” 

■ 2.2.2.3 “Increase access of social supports and resources including safe, clean 
and affordable housing options for the urban Indigenous population.” 

■ 2.3.3.3 “Provide gathering and event spaces for hosting Indigenous cultural and 
ceremonial practices.” 

■ 2.4.4.1 “Through relationship building, integrate Indigenous values and 
knowledge with environmental management and stewardship practices to 
enhance environmental protection.” 

■ 3.1.1.1 “Commemorate and celebrate Indigenous history and culture through 
the planning and design of civic spaces.” 

■ 3.1.1.3 “Integrate the perspectives of Indigenous peoples through community 
engagement and reduce barriers to participation.” 

■ 3.1.1.4 “Encourage Indigenous led projects, programs, events and services.” 
■ 3.1.1.5 “Improve the safety of Indigenous persons by creating community 

supports and educating service providers on Indigenous culture and history.” 
■ 3.1.2.4 “Continue to respond to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s 

Calls to Action that reference municipal governments including adopting the 
United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous People as a framework 
for reconciliation.” 

■ 3.1.3.3 “Partner to reduce barriers to education, employment and business 
opportunities for Indigenous people and newcomers.” 

■ 5.2.1.5 “Collaborate with Indigenous communities to understand and recognize 
cultural landscapes and traditional land use areas.” 

■ 5.2.1.7 “Partner with Indigenous communities and cultural groups to name 
places and spaces to be culturally reflective of the diversity of Edmonton.” 

■ 6.2.1.5 “Encourage art and creative enterprise to celebrate Indigenous history 
and culture.” 

 

● The City Plan notes the substantial completion of the developing area prior to authorizing new 
plans.  What is the definition of substantial? 

○ The Growth Management Framework policies provide a general outline of how growth will 
be managed in Edmonton. However, the creation of the framework itself is a priority for City 
Planning once the City Plan is adopted by Council. A motion by Clr. Walters earlier this year 
requested more information regarding completion of neighborhoods, and presentation of 
that Council report will be an initial opportunity to build understanding regarding what 
substantially complete might mean from a policy perspective, and a livable community 
perspective. 
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UDI 

● What are the key issues / challenges we have heard from members or through our engagement to 
date? 

○ All City Plan feedback from the four phases of the project are summarized in What 
We’re Hearing reports linked here. Feedback from four city voices (integral city model) 
are combined. 

 

 

● What are UDI’s next steps on the City Plan? 
○ The draft City Plan has been prepared and published and is now at the stage where it 

is moving through the governance process. UDI may speak or write to Urban Planning 
Committee when the draft is presented and also at Public Hearing once the bylaw is 
advanced 

 

●  What are the biggest areas we had issue with that once we learned more, did not seem to be an 
issue? 

○ One area of concern expressed was the infill target of 50% which doubles the current 
target of 25% in The Way We Grow (the MDP in effect). This is not intended to be 
immediate and will take place over the life of the plan and will increase over time in 
conjunction with 250,000 person growth horizons. This is an example of where 
additional clarity was provided. 
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● How can we work with the City on next steps to ensure success of the City Plan? 
○ Thanks for all of the engagement to date. An immediate next step is to participate in 

the upcoming governance process (Committee and Public Hearing). The City Plan will 
be implemented over the course of years and decades, so working together through 
implementation will be an important partnership opportunity. For example, work to 
re-write the Zoning Bylaw is underway, district planning is getting started, and growth 
management is advancing. In all cases UDI participation will be very helpful. 

 

Other 

● What does the UPC and Council City Plan approval timeline process look like? 
○ The next step is to bring the full draft City Plan to Urban Planning Committee for 

information. This will be followed by bringing Bylaw 20,000 (The City Plan) to Public Hearing 
for debate and decision-making. While the project has been delayed due to Covid-19 the 
current forecast is that the draft City Plan will advance to Urban Planning Committee in the 
early fall. 

 

● Politically, what is your sense as to whether Council will support the plan? 
○ Administration will make its recommendation on the bylaw and members of the public will 

be invited to speak. As per legal requirements, members of City Council must maintain an 
open mind as they participate in the Public Hearing. 
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